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“Lion” by Ras Haile Mecael. This one is no longer for sale, one careful owner.
Contact Ras Haile Mecael on Facebook or the Art of Rastafari group on Facebook
for other heart works.
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Editorial Dub
Dear Reader,
Welcome to issue 27 for the month of Issachar, where we celebrate the
enthusiasm of Rastafari activists everywhere.
We are blessed with continued live sessions all around our region from organisers
old and new. But I must recommend that you try to reach the annual Elder
Stubbs Festival on the allotment ground by Florence Park, Oxford, a truly special
event that raises money and awareness for1 mental health charity Restore.
I would like to say a big thank you to Ras Haile Mecael for the ongoing gift of
images of his heartworks. Salute also to Hempress for sharing the culinary love.
Blessed love to my sub-editor Leo B’s eye for detail, who double checks the issues
for me before they go out.
Do make contact if you would like to join the team of contributors to the
magazine, don’t be shy, now could be your time.
Welcome to The Dub
Editor – Dan-I

danidubdub@btinternet.com
The Dub is available to download for free every month at

reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk and rastaites.com

The Dub magazine is not funded and has no sponsors. While this allows for artistic freedom, it
also means that money for printing is very limited. If anyone is interested in printed copies,
they should contact me directly and I can ask our printers, Parchment of Oxford, to get some of
the issues required for the cost of £2.50 each.
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Birthday blessings dub
Lucky Dube – 3rd, 1964
Dean Fraser – 4th 1957
Vin Gordon – 4th 1949
Fantan Mojah 5th 1975
Dennis Alcapone 6th 1947
Earl Chinna Smith 6th 1955
Bitty McLean 8th 1972
Vivian Jackson aka Yabby You 14th 1946
Jah Thomas 17th 1955
Beenie Man 22nd 1973
Linton Kwesi Johnson 24th 1952
Junior Delgado 25th 1958
Beres Hammond 28th 1955
Jah Lloyd 29th 1947
Al Campbell 31st 1954
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INDEPENDENCE DUB
Jamaica – 6th August 1962
Trinidad & Tobago – 31st August 1962

Black Journalists’
birthdays
Ethel Payne - Marcus Garvey (Jamaica) - Edward Blyden (Virgin
Islands) - Richard Moore (Barbados) - Robert Vann - Roi Ottley Robert Abbott - Archibald Grimke - Mary Cooke Parrish

CULTURAL DIARY
5th October-12th January 2019 – “Windrush Years” exhibition at Museum of
Oxford. Free, 10am-5pm daily. Will include a Caribbean living room exhibition as
well as finding out more about the experiences of the Windrush generation with
the voices of local people, costumes from BKLUWO and artwork inspired by lived
experiences.
13th & 14th October – “Monarchies & Modernities in Africa Conference: The
Legacies of Haile Selassie in the Popular Imagination” – Oxford Institute of
Anthropology Lecture Room 53, OX2 6PF.
Please check www.ackhi.org for more details and updates
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DENNIS ALCAPONE
Spanish Omega (version to ‘Old Fashioned Way’ by Ken Boothe)
Brixton Hall
El Paso
Leave Rome (version on Two Badcard’s cover of ‘Leave Rome’ by Harry Moodie)
Cassius Clay
It Must Come (version to ‘Better Must Come’ by Delroy Wilson)
Guns Don’t Argue
Forever Version (version to ‘Love Me Forever’ by Carlton &The Shoes)
The Sky’s the Limit
Love Is Not A Gamble
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VINYL TRACKBACK :-

Trojan Reggae Party, volume one – various artists
This album from 1971 is one of the few live Reggae recordings and was recorded
at the Anther Lounge that was located at the White Hart public house in
Neasden, London NW10. The actual recording date was 5th October 1971 and
the album was engineered by Vic Keary and John Smyth who worked at the Chalk
Farm studio with the album notes coming from Dandy Livingstone and Rob Bell.
Trojan had previously tried to do a live recording at the 1969 Caribbean Festival
at Wembley, but due to contractual problems it was cancelled. The following
year at the same festival they tried again and this time they had technical
problems and the recordings were never released. Having learnt from the past
problems they took on this recording and this time they had success.
Opening the show were The Cimarons who gave the audience ‘Come Tomorrow’
and at the end of this the audience were on their feet, shouting for more. They
followed this with their version of ‘Stick By Me’, originally recorded by John Holt.
Next onstage was Nicky Thomas with a version of the Brook Benton classic ‘Rainy
Night In Georgia’ and then a medley featuring ‘Midnight Hour/Lay Lady Lay’.
Nicky was backed by Greyhound and left the stage as a hard act to follow. Bruce
Ruffin was up next with two songs, his UK hit ‘Rain’ followed by ‘Bitterness Of
Life’ and he soon had the audience in the palm of his hand, he was also backed
by Greyhound. This finished the first half of the show and side one of the album.
The compere for the live show was Count Prince Miller who was next up with his
version of ‘Mule Train’ which was his trademark song. The Pioneers, who were a
very polished outfit, came next and were backed by their own band. Only one
song came from them and it was an outstanding version of the soul number ‘La
La Means I Love You’ and they had the audience clapping and wishing they had
sung further songs. One of Jamaica’s favourite artists Dandy Livingstone came
next with ‘You Don’t Care’, formerly recorded by The Techniques and as usual
Dandy seemed at ease on stage. He was backed by the Dave and Ansel Collins
Band. Delroy Wilson was next up with his big Jamaican hit ‘Better Must Come’
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and not only were the audience raving about his performance but so were the
other artists, this is even more surprising given that Delroy was not originally due
to perform, and did so on the spur of the moment. Backing for Delroy was again
by Greyhound. Honey Boy, who was a new Jamaican artist at the time comes
next with his big seller ‘Jamaica’ and again backed by Greyhound. After their fine
work backing several of the other artists it was time for them to do their own
thing with two songs, firstly ‘Move On Up’, formerly recorded by Curtis Mayfield
and ‘You Made Me So Very Happy’ originally recorded by The Delfonics. With
front man Glenroy Oakley showing what a great singer and showman he was,
Greyhound wound up the evening and a live album was ready to be put together.
One realises that maybe this feature reads like a show review but to get an idea
of how good the album is it needed to be done this way.
At the time of release, the album could be purchased for 99p and there was
never a doubt that it would be included in my Jamaican music collection. Trying
to find the album in this day and age is probably out of the question but should
you come across it somewhere don’t let it pass you by, there will probably never
be another live reggae album quite like it.
Eric Denham
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When I think of the word omnipresence, I think of God – then I think of Chinna.
Earl ''Chinna” Smith', the Everywhere Man of Reggae. Do not ask who he
played with; better to re-phrase, asking who he didn't play with! He has played
with everyone. From his days playing on a sardine can with fishing line strings,
he's gone on to become the pre-eminent guitarist of roots reggae, lovingly
known as Melchezidek, after the biblical High Priest.
Flip over any record cover and you'll see his name there, whether as part of the
Revolutionaries, Aggrovators, Prophets, Professionals, Morwells and so on; or
as part of his home town band – Soul Syndicate, one of the greatest backing
bands in Jamaican music, Greenwich Farm residents like himself. Chinna was
blessed by those who nurtured him – top-ranking musicians in their own right.
Imagine being supported by Santa, Fully and Tony Chin! As he would go on to
cultivate young talent, as we see in his Inna De Yard recordings, the older
musicians in his area, encouraged and boosted him.
Chinna was there for Yabby You with Family
Man and Horsemouth when the mystic
stepped in a studio Year 1972.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
Sessions innumerable. At Channel One, Randy’s, Black Ark, Joe Gibbs, Tuff Gong
and so on; including those for hometown label Freedom Sounds, run by Bertram
Brown. I wonder if he had a preference for any particular studio, or a certain
sound engineer; Errol Thompson at Joe Gibbs, Lee Perry at Black Ark?
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I've heard that many musicians and producers favoured Randy’s, because they
said the wood paneling gave the recordings a warmer sound.
Wherever he went, on the endless treks round the Kingston studios, if not the
bass of Fully, there was the aforementioned Family Man or Robbie
Shakespeare, Ranchie, or the bassists who sang, Flabba Holt and Lloyd Parks.
Chinna was there for Burning Spear
when he came with “Marcus Garvey”
in the time of Jack Ruby
When they gave a gift called rare.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
I think he could have excelled in any genre of music, such as blues, jazz, soul,
funk and so on; like the saxophonist Tommy McCook and the organist Winston
Wright. Dear Reader, you and I both know, he would have been the courier of
beauty, to whichever grouping he sat with.
Just wondering if they teach about Chinna and his gargantuan contribution in
the music classes in Jamaican schools; or if he's ever featured in the
international guitar magazines.
Now in his sixties, I hope the musical world honours him in some way, before
he leaves us physically.
Chinna was there for Prince Alla when he recorded
the album “Only Love Can Conquer”
backing the voice of his neighbour.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
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That period from the early sixties to the early eighties, will stand as the Golden
Age of Jamaican Music. I know there's still great music to come from the island
of my parents, but that period, that epoch, produced musicianship and
camaraderie of a special quality: the sweetest heights of creativity. Chinna
was there, a glittering gem in the golden calabash.
With Burning Spear, he became a part of the Black Disciples; with Sugar Minott –
the Black Roots Players. Everyone wanted Chinna, first choice on lead or rhythm
guitar. I say Chinna to those that say Clapton, passing on the knowledge of his
brilliance.
Chinna was there for U-Roy during the recording Of
“Dread In A Babylon”
An album packaged with joy.
Chinna was there
Wish I was there too.
In the time to Dub, all roads led to King Tubbys – where else? A maker of magic,
conjured in its electronic format: the producers went to the one, that they and
the community had crowned. If Chinna was the first choice on guitar, Tubby
was the first choice to mix. They must have queued at his door! Bunny Lee,
Keith Hudson, Augustus Pablo, Niney, Gussie Clark and so on.
Out guitar hero was part of the Wailers, when Bob Marley stepped on stage in
December 1976 at the Smile Jamaica concert in the National Heroes Park, two
days after they tried to kill him: Chinna was there.
Talking of the Wailers takes us to the 1976 recording...
Chinna was there for Bob Marley during
“Rastaman Vibration” enjoying his time
with the master of melody.
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Chinna was there, wish I was there too.
As well as the albums, the hundreds of singles he played on: by Freddie
McGregor, Max Romeo, Dennis Brown, Junior Delgado, Earl Zero and so on. In
the history of Channel One, there was the Revolutionaries, then Roots Radics –
both of which he played with - followed by High Times, the band he founded
and led.
If he is the High Priest, then with these words, I pay homage and make libation.
He backed so many, helping to bring their dreams to fruition. He was there. So
when you sing of Prince Far-I, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Philip Fraser,
chant for Chinna; when you sing of Mikey Dread, chant for Chinna; when you
sing of Bim Sherman, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Junior Byles, chant for
Chinna; when you sing of Ras Michael, chant for Chinna; when you sing of
Gregory Isaacs, chant for Chinna; when you sing of Abyssinians, chant for
Chinna.
Natty Mark

NOMADIX:
DUBPLATE STYLE
I have long been a fan of the unique style of Asha Nomadix and his West London
based studio. His work first came onto my radar in the mid 90s, with a couple of
releases that crossed the lines between hardcore rootical dubwise vibration and
ambient dub explorations. Post rave and coming from an obvious deep
overstanding of how a dubplate style roots tune should sound, Nomadix’
signature sound was really saying something.
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He has had a few releases out since the 90s, some on Roots Revelation Records,
one on Word Sound & Power and another on Vinny Kullar’s Roots Youths label.
He remains an in demand dub producer, whose music can set a dance alight, as
anyone who has heard his refix of Horace Andy’s ‘Spying Glass’ will confirm.
Asha recently spoke with The Dub about his beginnings and how he got to where
he is today.
Nomadix - Music has been my life blood from birth, growing up in a family where
my father had a sound system and weekends were filled with the sound of roots
reggae and house parties that people thronged to. When I started to earn
money I would spend my money on LPs and listen to them over and over again
imagining I was playing the instruments. It seemed logical to me that rather than
imagine playing, I could teach myself to play. At the age of 24 I bought my first
keyboard and set about replicating what I was listening to. During this time, my
brother Kenneth and I, along with a friend called Bill, put together a studio in
order to produce our own style of music.

There had been a shift in music away from the roots reggae to a more
commercial sound for dance hall and radio. My interest has always been in roots
reggae and the studio allowed us to produce the music I loved. Sadly, our music
was not being heard widely so it seemed sensible to put a band together in order
to showcase our music. Together with Rowan, Eddie, Zebbie, Kenneth and I
formed Nomadic Roots. After a while we were joined Steddie Tobu and
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eventually Dave replaced them as lead vocalist. We toured Europe, however
touring left me little or no time to produce the music, so I decided to return to
producing music which is where I felt most creative, although I did miss the vibe
of playing with the band.
Since then I have concentrated on producing and making dubs for sound systems.
In the mid 90s, Ken and I released an EP called “Rolling Papers” and subsequently
an EP and CD called “Roar To The Max”. This generated interest in my work and
a reputation for Dub. Primarily I produce dub plates for other artists and sound
systems, such as Jonah Dan or Roots HiTek. I am still producing and currently
updating my equipment in order to keep ahead of the game. There is a lot of
young talent in today’s youth but they still need to grow and gain more
experience.
Dan-I
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FANTAN MOJAH
1 Hail The King
2 Hungry
3 Rasta Chalice
4 Corruption
5 Most High Jah
6 King Of Kings
7 She Makes Me Feel So Nice
8 How Can I Be Ungrateful?
9 Murderer
10 So Many Problems
Sista Ali Zion
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Always a place for Om and Bass…
Om and Bass Festival of yoga and reggae was this year set in Braziers Park,
Oxford (the early home of Ian Fleming, and one time residence of Marianne
Faithful and Mick Jagger). It has a suitably Bohemian atmosphere for this unique
event, and we were blessed with the weather. Although the emphasis is largely
on yoga workshops, there is a Reggae Dome and sets this year by - amongst
others - Jimmy Thunder, Shumba Youth, Zen Lewis, Edd Lewington of Dub
Politics, your present correspondent and a headline set by Deadly Hunta. Yoga
sessions ranged from quiet meditations and yin style gentle stretches to the
Warrior Dance - which involves lots of shouting and wild movements. The centre
point is the Om and Bass workshop itself, involving vinyasa flow and chakra
exercises and reggae, jungle freestyle dancing.

The Dub: This is a very unusual enterprise: how did it come about?
Rachel Cox (organiser/founder): In terms of the history of Om and Bass, four
years ago I was annoyed at the price of yoga and well-being events, so I created
one that was a lot more inclusive with concessions and a community vibe. As the
name would maybe give away, it’s musically based and a seven chakra [supposed
energy centres of the body] yoga flow with chakra dances culminating in a drum
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and bass rave. It’s quite expressive and natural - you don’t have to guide
everything. There is a definite format, but people are free to move within that.
The Dub: And what of the relationship between yoga and reggae? Perhaps a
match made in Zion…
RC: First of all - everyone likes reggae! I don’t know many people that don’t. It’s
the least offensive music. For me it’s not only my favourite music, but it goes
with the term Om and Bass, because it’s bassy. It doesn’t attract people who are
[EDM] ravers. It’s incredibly spiritual and conscious - as are the people that
we’ve chosen. It’s relaxing but invigorating. It just totally works! It’s one love,
which is what everything’s about at this festival.
The Dub: Yes, also with the primal sound of ohmmmm - it’s like the Mother of
Bass, the frequencies centre one - particularly Dub, I have to say, but also the
other forms of reggae. I go into a trance state with the bass frequencies and
that’s not too far from what you’re doing with the yoga practice.
RC: Yes, the bass is very calming. It does
sound a bit like an om… [sometimes also
spelled ohm: the primal/universal sound
of some Hindu traditions] It’s the level
of vibration, for sure.
The Dub: I think it was Jah Wobble who
thought that 30 hertz was the perfect
frequency for bass, it is low enough to
feel, yet can still be heard.
RC. Yes. It affects the water in your
body. [In terms of the future] we might
pitch Om and Bass as an area into
different festivals, like Buddhafields,
Shambala, Glastonbury etc. I travel and
teach Om and Bass with Yogific which is
a vegan and yoga festival. We’re also
thinking of collaborating with Deadly
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Hunta in further reggae festivals. We’re going to grow it that way, as well as in
size and maybe take it to other countries as well.
The Dub: So, watch this Om and Bass space!
Word and pics - Leo B
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The morning after local reggae singer/songwriter Zen Lewis’s set at the Om and
Bass Festival in early July - we found ourselves in the unexpected, but exciting
position of playing his backing tracks live onstage. The Dub is sat in the tranquil
grounds of Braziers Park in Oxfordshire. The birds are singing, the sun is shining
and weather is sweet. We are sitting by an ornate pond, surrounded by shapely
hedges - very Zen, in fact…

(Image/logo designed by Elly-Lynne Tiburcio)
The Dub: At first glance, the worlds of the shaven headed Zen Buddhist monk and
your standard spliff toting Rasta reggae fan may seem irreconcilable. But maybe
not. Why have you chosen that [Zen] as a name?
Zen Lewis: I was introduced to Eastern Philosophy from a very young age - my
dad is a martial arts Grand Master and I got into that very young. That
transformed me into doing yoga as I got a bit older. This transition could be
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described as a journey from Yang to Yin. I went on a bit of a pilgrimage to India a
few years ago in an ashram. I was doing a puja [worship ceremony] and the
teacher asked if someone wanted to sing a song. I sung ‘Something Inside So
Strong’ by Labi Siffre and he was really moved by it. He said to me afterwards “If
you sing for the divine, thousands will sing with you” and for me that was an
epiphany. So the decision was made for me then to make the music into a
mission and to contribute to the positive narrative. There’s so much negativity
with anti-immigration and this and that and everyone seems to have a problem
with something or someone…
The Dub: Can you say a little about the connection between yoga and reggae?
Zen Lewis: The thing that drew me to reggae in the first place is both the struggle
- we all identify with that, as people - and also the fact that it celebrates our
potential greatness when we connect with that inner truth. For me the divine
means connecting with a deeper truth in myself, the world around me and with
people and recognising the interconnectedness of life and the deeper and higher
levels of consciousness. And yoga opens you up to that. It’s all about detoxifying
and shedding away all the things that block you from that connection. Although
reggae is [often] an expression of Rastafarianism, predominantly, that’s where
it’s got its roots - its root is with the Divine. That's the ultimate root of it, and
yoga is to connect you with the Divine; so the connection is there.
The Dub: And tell us about how the EP came together?
ZL: So, following my experience in the ashram, I went to Northern India - to
[yoga capital] Rishikesh. It’s difficult to work with the producers that you want to
work with when you’ve got no material out. I started looking for online
platforms to get some productions [i.e rythym tracks]. I’d never found any I
wanted to work with and I found a guy [a Romanian producer] called Lion
Riddims. As soon as I played those riddims, the chorus line to ‘My Meditation’
came straight away – “this could be the perfect situation, we could be the perfect
combination…” I knew that that was the starting point. The music has been
produced already by Lion Riddims, then I wrote the vocals and melodies and all
the songs over the top. But moving forwards, I want to work with different
producers. And I can produce myself - I’m not an engineer, but whenever I write
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a song I can hear the whole production in my head. I’ve been making music for a
while. In fact I performed with [Om and Bass headliner] Deadly Hunta back in
2007, at the roots stage in Glastonbury. We used to work out of a studio in
Reading.
The Dub: Hang on, wow- so you started at Glastonbury!
ZL: Yes! I was working with a producer - a guy called Prash Mistry, a guy who
now is the producer of Engine-Earz, a dubstep band. Back in the day when he
was up and coming he was working with various artists, including Deadly. An
album that I made
back then with Prash
was soul- reggaeesque, so my history
with making this kind
of music goes back a
long way. Since
then I put a band
together called 1210
Zen. We did a few
gigs and it kind of
didn’t work out. On
the back of that I felt
I was going to focus
on my solo stuff.
When you’ve got a
clear direction,
message and
narrative that you want to share with the world, or that want to come through
you - you need to be in control of that. I don’t want to be in a position where I
could be marginalised - or I’d have to change the lyrics a bit. I needed it to be
able to come through me unreservedly and without having to answer to anyone…
(Pic: Zen & Deadly)

The EP is out now. It [the vocals] was recorded at Soundworks Studios in
Blackbird Leys. The plan is to follow up with an album to release this time next
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year. I’ve literally written the album and more. It’s really now more about
getting the productions right. With this music thing, I get a strong emotional
connection with what I’m doing whenever I’m recording or writing. That really
steers or influences me in a big way. Once I’ve got all the material, I need to step
back and look at it in a more relaxed way. Or else I get lost in the hype!
Everything feels like the best track ever, when you’re making it! In terms of the
live experience, I might put a band together, or have some percussion or backing
singers.

Zen at the Om and Bass Festival 2018. Pic Leo B

The Dub: And what of the actual musical influences?
ZL: My proper introduction to reggae was at 17 years old - an album by Steel
Pulse called “Earth Crisis” and it was so conscious. Even back then, they were
talking about chemicals in the food and controlling populations. That was life
changing - hearing that album. Even today, from a writing style, I still lean to
that. And more people sometimes say I sound like Taurus Riley, which is a mindblowing comparison. It’s not any association I made, but it’s interesting because
I’m a massive fan. I grew up listening to Gregory Isaacs, and Morgan Heritage.
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The Dub: There is also a soul influence and pop, from your previous musical
incarnations - it’s not pure roots.
ZL: It’s kind of a blend. If I had to name a key soul influence, it’d have to be
Musiq Soulchild, but all of the greats: Curtis Mayfield and Otis Redding. But for
me all music is an expression of the soul - that deeper energy or truth. If you’re
singing from the heart, that to me is soul music.

EP now out, catch Zen Lewis supporting Rhymeskeemz at the Oxford O2 Academy
on the Cowley Road, September the 1st 2018.

An independent self release (available on the usual download websites and
iTunes) the “My Mediation” EP features instrumentation by Lion Riddims and
lyrics and melodies by Zen Lewis. This is a very accessible and groovy offering:
bouncy and very summery, yet not afraid to deal with some weighty issues,
lyrically. With shimmering guitars and sparkling brass, the title track (featuring a
video shot on the Cowley Road) sings the praises of a ‘Spiritual connection’ and
serves as a solid statement of intent inna reggae style. Then ‘State of
Emergency’ (“the more that you take, the less you get. Learning to flow like
rivers from the sea”) –is more soulful and melancholy.
‘Still Searching’ (for justice, humanity, fairness and equality) has a humour and
lightness that stops it becoming too serious and worthy. Finally, ‘Wicked World’
(featuring extra vocals from Deadly Hunta) has a snappy roll and a real drive to it,
and as such is a more militant roots style offering. However, what is notable
about the Zen Lewis experience is that is doesn’t lapse into the stereotypical
reggae subject matters of freedom from Babylonian repression and praise of the
herb. It is uniquely multifarian in that it displays a pluralistic spiritual and
philosophical slant, combined with some muscular musicality. One to watch.
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DEADLY HUNTA
The Dub: When I first heard your name I got it confused with Bounty Killa. I’m
always interested in where names come from. Can you say a little about how you
became Deadly Hunta?
Deadly Hunta: It’s good that you thought that actually, because that’s where it
came from! I was in Jamaica in 1993 and this was when Bounty Killer became
popular. He changed the style of dancehall music. For me he made dancehall
more intelligent. The writing became more intelligent and he added a lot of
melody to it in what he was doing.
The Dub: It wasn’t so rough, was it?
DH: It was quite ragamuffin and more like freestyle [before that]. You had
Shabba Ranks and Ninjaman who were doing their things, but it was still from a
sound system style based style of writing, rather than a record label style. I was
his biggest fan at the time, I wanted to be Bounty Killer! I never met him, but I
wanted to have a name like that. When I heard some old cassettes from 1992 I
heard David Rodigan introduce him as Bounty Hunter, back in those shows. Also,
I’m hunting for love and peace, and I’m very deadly about it!
The Dub: I first heard your voice on a Gaudi track (‘Babylon is Falling’) on an
album he did a while ago. That’s really different from anything you’ve done since
then. Since then you’ve done roots reggae and jungle. Do you have one
particular style?
DH: I’m a dancehall artist originally. I come from a sound system business. I
started to chat on the mic for a sound from Reading - African Roots Sound, they
used to be Lion Roots. Back in those days, there used to be a group of us from
Reading who used to go around and chat bad boy lyrics, but a lot of the guys was
conscious as well. They brought it across in a way that - if that’s not really your
lifestyle [i.e bad boy shenanigans] you shouldn’t really be singing about that. I
learnt a big lesson from that and I now chat more conscious lyrics from the heart.
The guys who were in my area were all hip-hop heads, I was singing on the hip24

hop rhythms, so that became the norm. I used to really enjoy singing on them
more than the dancehall rhythms.
The Dub: For those that don’t know - Reading has had an active history when it
comes to urban music styles. Although it has sometimes been in the shadow of
London, it has had a long history, especially in terms of the roots community.
DH: Saxon Sound, Coxsone Sound, and V Rocket - they didn’t want to come to
each other’s areas to have a clash, so they used to come to Reading as that was
‘neutral’ territory. Lots of the old school clashes that you hear often took place
in Reading! It created a big hub. All of the sounds were born there. King Kong
Sound came from there, Daddy Kiwi, Tippa Irie, Daddy Freddy; all those guys.
Solo Banton comes from London, but he came to Reading in the early 90s with a
sound system.
The Dub: And tell us about your
present work. You have an
album “Supa Heru”.
DH: That was released in 2016.
Half of the production on that is
a guy from France called
Damalistik with his label Roots
Survival, he produces for
Konshens and many big
Jamaican artists. There’s a few
tracks [on the album] by a guy
from Reading - Don Chilo plays
the bass - his nephew produced
3 songs from that album, and
he’s 18.
The Dub: Some of your songs
are quite political… you say the
heads of government need
replacing. But what with?
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Roots music is about social change, but into what?
DH: The heads of government now; there’s an agenda behind what they’re
doing. When I say they need to be changed, it’s not in terms of violent
revolution, but we need righteousness. They are corrupt and there’s so much
injustice going on, blatantly that something needs to be done so that equality is
upheld. I haven’t really got the answers, but I do believe that revolution is the
only time that there has been change. People have gone out on the street and
literally fought on the street…
The Dub: Deadly Hunta says ‘rise up’!
DH: I don’t want to say that, but it’s true.
The Dub: In terms of music, there is a lot of different genres. ‘Valley of Death’
has a rather Public Enemy-style instrumental soul sample, Smoke Dawgz and
Ganjaman are drum and bass, but you started up in dancehall. Is the Deadly
Hunta experience something that contains all these different genres?
DH: It’s come to a stage where people know me as a diverse artist who delivers
different styles. I had my first record deal in 1995 and at that stage I was doing
dancehall, but working on hip hop beats. People also know me in the jungle
scene. But [originally] I was never into jungle - I was actually dead against it
because it was always associated with drugs and ecstasy and all these things. I
went to Jamaica in 1998 and when I came back my record company went into
liquidation, but I had all the instrumentals and accapellas of my songs and I
started to be managed by this lady who also managed Aphrodite and Mickey Finn
[leading 90s junglists]. They took my vocals and remixed them around their
thing. It came out on Virgin Records, but it was about business for me. I can’t
say I really liked it, but I was on Radio One with it, I did a couple of shows with
Aphrodite. But when I went to Europe with it, I never had the instrumental of
‘Ganjaman’, which is what people know me for, but after 6 months of doing the
shows, people asked me why I didn’t do that tune. They said ‘that’s what we
came for, that’s what we know you for’. So I realised I had to get that
instrumental off Aphrodite and start doing that song.
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The Dub: Regarding ganja - we are living in interesting times with the possibility
of medical use marijuana being de-criminalised in the UK. Do you think it will be
fully legalised under the present government, or even in our lifetime?
DH: I do. And I think why it hasn’t happened before is the same reasoning that
you have with food. You cannot put a patent on anything from nature. That’s
why when it comes to GM [genetically modified] food now, they can put a patent
on it. When you take the genes of 2 different plants, you can do something to
the structure. You can now say this is yours. It’s what the food agencies do.
With ganja, that’s what skunk is. When I was young my dad smoked ganja my
whole life - there was no such thing as skunk. It did not exist when I was 14,15,
16. It’s basically genetically modified weed. There are more cases of
schizophrenia with youths smoking that. It may [legalisation] still happen. It has
in Portugal and places like that.
The Dub: And what of the relation between yoga and reggae?
D.H: They are both high resonance activities. Reggae music is natural, high
resonance music. It has a message. It deals with the pineal gland. When you get
to a lot of this modern music, they are dealing with a lot of your lower nature,
and your lower chakras. Sex and all of these things. That’s why the response
from the youths is different now. It’s
blocking off your pineal gland.
everybody has melatonin. That is what
secretes from the pineal gland. So what
is unlocked there is stimulated by
marijuana, and dreaming, when you
sleep.
The Dub: Indeed… And finally, what’s
coming up?
DH: I’m in the middle of my summer
tour. I’ve been booked for the whole of
the Rum and Reggae Festival which
happens nearly every weekend in different cities around the country. Last
weekend I was in Newcastle. Then Bournemouth and Edinburgh. There’s about
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four weekends for the rest of the year that I’m not working on them. It’s always
on a Saturday. Largely in the UK, but also Serbia, the Czech Republic in August; in
September I’m going to Russia. I’m working on various different projects working on some dancehall with a Spanish producer, modern style dancehall.
I’ve got a hip hop project I’m working on with some guys from Devon. Some
jungle remix album (of 2016 release ‘Supa Heru’) with some guys from Austria
called Jungle Raiders. I’m working on a dub release with Reality Shock from
Reading. That’s a five track EP called “Population Reduction”. There’s a song
about chem trails [vapour trails from planes that some believe contain certain
controversial chemicals], vaccinations, the food, electromagnetic resonance that
damages people. So it’s all things related to conspiracy facts or theories,
depending on how you want to look at it.
The Dub: Reality Shocks! It’s true!
Word and pics - Leo B
Catch Deadly Hunta on the Rum & Reggae Festival Tour
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VIN GORDON
Trombonist elite…
Trombonist Vincent Gordon was born in 1949 on August 4th, Kingston, Jamaica and
attended the Alpha Boys School between the ages of 5 and 15. As a trombone player,
he has appeared on many recordings and played at numerous live concerts
throughout Jamaica and elsewhere. He visited Coxsone Dodd’s Studio One complex
in the fall of 1965, taken there by the great Roland Alphonso. He was 16 at the time
and was quickly recognised as a very gifted and soulful trombonist. He became a
member of the Studio One house band, The Soul Brothers, who went on to become
The Soul Vendors. At this time Rocksteady was in full swing, having just come out of
the Ska era.
Vin has sprinkled his spirited strokes of
trombone phrases over countless numbers
of timeless songs that have helped to form
the bedrock of the foundation of Jamaica
modern music. He was given the nickname
of “Don Drummond Junior” due to clearly
embodying his own unique style and tone;
his trombone playing skills elevated him
into a circle of mastery only previously
occupied by Don Drummond senior himself.
When Rocksteady transformed into Reggae,
so did The Soul Brothers and became The
Sound Dimension. Vin was the main
trombonist at Studio One and freelanced
for a large number of other producers of
the time. Three of Vin’s recordings have
mistakenly been credited to Don
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Drummond - ‘Real Rock’, ‘Heavenless’ and ‘Valley Princes’. When Vin left Coxsone’s
sound stable around 1970, he remained a trombonist that an ever increasing number
of artists hired for their recordings. Vin performed with Bob Marley’s Wailers,
opening for Marvin Gaye in Kingston in May 1974. He also performed with the three
original Wailers for their final public performance together in October 1975, opening
for Stevie Wonder in Kingston. After surviving the assassination attempt on Bob
Marley and his band, Vin was asked to put together a horn section that was to help
transform the “Exodus” album into the ‘Album Of The Century’ as awarded by Time
Magazine.
During the period 1974-79, Vin was
the main trombonist for a handful of
session house bands that recorded
during the Roots Reggae period, such
as The Revolutionaries, The
Aggrovators, The Professionals, The
Upsetters, The Black Disciples and
The Intimidators.
In 1979, Vin moved to England in
order to pursue greater musical
opportunities for his unique
trombone playing. He landed in
England and became involved in the
work of British Reggae outfit,
Aswad. His influence brought the
hardest authentic Kingston born
vibration to a mostly British-born
Reggae group and increased their
validity in the eyes of many
Jamaicans and non-Jamaicans alike.
Vin was involved with some of
Aswad’s recordings, ‘Warrior Charge’ and ‘Love Fire’, the dub version known as ‘Dub
Fire’.
Vin returned to Jamaica in 1987 and found the recording industry to be vastly
changed and live musicians rarely needed. Doing session work helped Vin to survive
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and in 1997 he toured the globe with Justin Hinds and The Dominoes going on to rejoin The Wailers Band for several more years. In 2004 Vin joined the then Skatalites,
a band he had performed with back in 1965.
Vin has always consistently worked and he reformed the Bob Marley and The
Wailers international horn section for his 4th solo album. The fully self-produced
“Gordon In De Garden” has ten instrumentals, plus dub versions, that merely begin
to give us cutting-edge glimpses of Jamaica’s world inspiring tapestries of sound.
At the age of 69, Vin Gordon is still performing and much of his work from over many
decades is still available on past and current collections. Vin Gordon’s Real Rock
Band were featured in last August’s issue of The Dub (Issue 15), with a review of
their “Heavenless” album, recorded with Nick Manasseh and released on Roots
Garden.
Eric Denham

2015 recut of one of Vin Gordon’s Studio One classics
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YABBY YOU
If any one artist defines the essence of spiritual roots reggae it has to be Vivian
Jackson aka Yabby You.
Born in Waterhouse, Kingston in 1946, the effects of malnutrition left him a partial
cripple by the age of 17 but despite these problems he embarked on a career
producing some of the finest and most complex musical works ever to emerge from
Jamaica.
Recording himself both solo and as a member of The Prophets, together with many
different artists, here’s a look at some of what I feel are his finest works.
Yabby’s most prolific period in terms of the quality and output of his productions was
from the mid 1970s up to the early 1980s. Most of his work from this period was
enhanced by King Tubby’s mixing and superb musicianship, often featuring Tommy
McCook’s trademark horns and flute. He released multiple versions of many tunes,
whether alternate vocal takes, instrumental cuts or versions featuring other artists.
I don’t propose to feature all the different labels, release dates or version titles from
his output but suffice it to say much of his work was released on his own Vivian
Jackson and Prophets labels, though many saw reissue at various times after their
initial release.
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A believer in the divinity of Christ rather than Haile Selassie, Yabby’s unusual views
(for a Jamaican roots producer) earned him the nickname Jesus Dread which added to
his mystique. There is little if any frivolity in his work which instead concentrated on a
prophetic, mystical, spiritual and often biblical message.
Some of his works worth tracking down from this period, which came on both single
and album format, include ‘Conquering Lion’, ‘Jah Vengeance’, ‘Walls Of Jerusalem’,
‘Warn The Nation’, ‘Deliver Me From Mine Enemies’, ‘King Pharaoh Plague’,
‘Judgement On The Land’, ‘Tell Us Of Our Past History’, ‘Fire In Kingston’, ‘Jah Over I’
and ‘Chant Down Babylon Kingdom’ to name just a few. Also worth hearing is ‘Thirty
Pieces Of Silver’, a storming steppers co-produced with Sugar Minott.

Yabby also produced a number of other artists in his own trademark style. Perhaps
most significant of this work are his recordings with Michael Prophet, highlights of
which include ‘Mash Down Rome’, ‘Conscious Man’, ‘Warn Them Jah’ and the
legendary ‘Gates Of Zion’ which was played on dubplate to destructive effect by Jah
Shaka.
A fair amount of work was also recorded with Wayne Wade, many of the better songs
being versions of previously recorded tunes. ‘Stand Up and Fight’ is an outstanding
example from this project.
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Horace Andy soundalike Patrick Andy voiced a number of tunes for Yabby. Well
worth a hearing are ‘Living In Mount Zion’, ‘Baby Don’t Go’, ‘My Angel’, ‘Youths Of
Today’ and the musically superb but lyrically suspect ‘Woman Woman Woman’ which
unfortunately relegates women to second class citizen status.
Amongst the other productions of note with other artists are Tony Tuff’s ‘No Warrior’,
‘Ballistic Dreadlocks’ with himself, Wayne Wade and Clint Eastwood, together with
the extraordinary ‘Selassie Memorial’ featuring Charlie Morrison.
Yabby continued to work following his golden period, including digital productions in
Jamaica and some work with Mad Professor in England. He died of illness in 2010 but
much of his work is widely available through various reissue labels and compilations.
There’ll never be another like him.
Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior
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Really For A Reason
Reaction
Row Fisherman
Sons Of Slaves
Ticion
Fort Augustus
Storm Is Coming
Famine
Rasta People
Fully Legalise
Caution
Away With Your Fussing & Fighting
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FROM THE ROOTS ...
I recently looked at Sam Kelly, born in the Caribbean but based in the UK for several
years now. Well this time I am focussing on Jon Cleary, who was born in Cranbrook,
Kent, took a trip to New Orleans and has never come back unless on tour of course.
Jon is one of the finest and funkiest piano players and singers around. He also plays a
pretty mean guitar as well. Born in 1962, in his own words “for twenty years now I’ve
studied the musical culture and life of New Orleans”, and he’s for sure soaked up the
culture there.
Living in the Crescent City, he soaked
in the clubs and bars there. He has
become a musician that others seek to
bring into the studio with them, for
example Bonnie Raitt, B.B. King, Ryan
Adams and Eric Burden. He has for
some years been a member of Bonnie
Raitt’s touring band when of course
he’s not playing either solo or with his
amazing band ‘The Absolute Monster
Gentlemen’.
If you’re going to have a band, then
these are about the funkiest and grooviest group of musicians around, and they were
all born in New Orleans, so are well and truly soaked in the music and culture of this
amazing city in Louisiana. Derwin ’Guitar’ Perkins is one big man, in both size and
talent; bassist Cornell ‘Big D’ Williams on bass; A.J. Hall on drums, although when the
band last came to the UK the wonderfully named Eddie Christmas filled in on the ‘pots
and pans’.
Jon’s last band album “Go Go Juice” about summed up his music, the stuff you just
can’t sit down to, like much of reggae, it’s for having a party to, not being sat there
with a coffee, it’s to become a part of. As one review put it the album bursts with full
flavour and is ‘as rolling as the Mississippi river’. That’s Jon Cleary, he just makes the
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place come alive from his first notes on the piano. When I saw him on a blazingly hot
summer afternoon at the Gloucester Blues a while ago, he just had the whole place
rocking to his funky grooves. If anyone outside of New Orleans has perfectly picked
up the life, culture and music of the city it’s Jon. For some years now, he’s one of the
first musicians chosen for the International Heritage Festival there, he brings the life
and soul of the city to visiting folk from all over the world. Yet for all of his touring he
still plays a bar there, and last year put out a live CD of one night’s show there. I had
the honour of reviewing it for a magazine I write for. “Live at Chickie Wah Wah”
shows just what an amazing performer he is. Every Tuesday night he’s there along
with Ella, she’s a hundred years old, a loud and clunky Steinway piano and she still
sounds great. This is a ‘funky New Orleans rhythm and blues piano’. Part of his show
is audience requests alongside his own songs and some choice covers. So if your ever
down there, get along to 2828 Canal Street to get to the heart of the music and funky
grooves of this city. A guitar friend of mine recorded there and said there’s just no
place like it to record, the music’s all over it just gets you playing better and is just
such a great place to be.

So Jon Cleary may be from Kent by origin, but believe me his heart and soul are New
Orleans, the city that brought its origins to what we call roots reggae, like the tides
flowed out to the islands of the Caribbean. Go see the funk master if you get to town
or look out for him as most years he gets to play a few dates here, and is doing a
couple in July before he’s at Hyde Park with Bonnie Raitt, and that’s a lot bigger than
the clubs he plays in his adopted hometown.
Pete Clack
“Blues In Britain” writer
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The Dub managed to make contact with both Ras Muffet and Idren Natural to
celebrate the release of their new CD – “Everyone” (reviewed in the July 2018 issue).

Ras Muffet aka Steve Johnson has been active as a producer on the British reggae and
dub scene since the 1980s and these days, he estimates that probably 90% of British
roots and dub sounds own and play his dubplates. He is almost certainly right. We
definitely do on Field Frequency Sound.
His first tunes were recorded with a band called Sons Of David from Wolverhampton
– ‘It’s An Everyday Fight’ and ‘His Majesty Is Here’. Both were dubplate only, never
released on vinyl, but played by Muffet’s own Jah Marcus Sound as well as by Jah
Shaka, who he used to move with a lot at that time. The tunes received a lot of
attention at the time on the sound system circuit.
For a long time he was probably best known for producing the ‘Shashamane I’
dubplate by Sister Rasheda, a major powerplay on Jah Shaka Sound and much sought
after by other sounds. I clearly remember both Lol Bell Brown and The Dub’s own
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Steve Mosco praising the tune highly on early versions of the Disciples and Jah
Warrior websites.
As well as Jah Marcus Sound from Wolverhampton, which he built, he was also part
owner of The Mighty Tabot, a sound that drew its name from the Ge’ez word that
refers to a version of the Tablets of Law on which the Commandments were inscribed
that is used by the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. More recently, Ras Muffet has been
performing with his own sound system, named after his studio, Roots Injection.
Roots Injection studio is based in Bristol, which is where Muffet was born, a city with
long links with the British reggae scene but also a strong sense of independence. He
has recorded with many of the greats of reggae, memorably Johnny Clarke, Admiral
Tibet and the late Roy Shirley. There have been plenty of quality releases on the
Roots Injection label over the years, but it is the quality of his dubplates that keep
people coming back for more. Whenever you ask for a list of samples of works, there
is always a lot to listen to! And frequently, when you ask a sound what the dub was
that they just played, turns out it was a Roots Injection production.
“Truth be told, I get the most acapellas sent to me nowadays, for which I create fresh
riddims. I don’t seem to do much live voicing these days, as you say the internet is
the way these days [for many singers]. As for Idren Natural, he now lives in Bristol, so
it made sense [to work together again] as we already have a few releases together.
There are 5 new songs by Natural and 2 older ones on the album.” From a
conversation with Ras Muffet in July 2018.
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The Dub - Let’s start with some history, you have played a part in many stages of the
UK roots and dub journey, starting way back in the 80s or 90s, originally from
Coventry? Who were the sounds that first influenced you?
Idren Natural - There was a sound called Black Axe, they used to store their boxes just
around the corner from my parents’ home. And most of their younger brothers and
cousins was the same age as me. This was the sound that I first connected with. Levi
King, Rizla, Rico and others - around 1978/79 they would play at the local youth
centre.
There was also King Alpha and Ital Roots. These 3 sounds would often play together.
Later on, Maccabee sound joined them.
As youths we would always gather up and have house sessions nearly everyday.
There were other smaller sounds around – Teacha, Forcer, Jah Warrior, Ashanti these sounds and the bigger sounds were a big influence. We had a youth sound
called Imperial Youth - we teamed up with Ashanti and formed a bigger sound then
and had a name change to Messenjah Promotion during the mid 80s.
In those days, we were travelling to Birmingham, London, Manchester, Leeds and
Leicester for many sessions. Quaker City. Studio City. Duke Alloy, Skippy and Lippy,
Blackheart, Zulu Warriors, Jungleman, Nyah Sound, Siffa, Revelation and Prophecy
sound, Mowarriah, Mforcer, Baron, Jah Yabbys. A lot of Midlands and Northern
sounds and also JAH Shaka, Coxsone, Young Lion, Stereograph and Java [from London]
were always in the area too. Other names not forgotton include Jah Chalice, Small
Axe, Tippa Tone, Nazerite, Black Liberation, Alpha Omega, Jungle Warrior, Maverick,
President, Jah Guide, there are many I have forgotten.
The Dub - Who did you first get musically involved with? I know of several projects
over the years that you have been part of, can you tell us some more about those?
Idren Natural - I passed through Bedford for a short time. It was not too far from my
home town. I became a box man for Malachi sound, the Rastanational sound - they
was quite active and militant. The main MC Jacob Naphty was a big strength. We
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both used to pass by Unitone studio with Reuben Addis and often record with him.
This is when the first recordings had begun. This is what Introduced me to the roots
dub world. Most of the Malachi crew did move to Leeds eventually and I followed
and ended up there for 26 years. [Reuben Addis remains in Bedford and continues to
produce roots and dub music at Unitone Soundimensional studio].

Just for the books, my actual first recordings were done in Leeds. On an Amstrad hifi
recording machine. Very cheap, done with Joseph Hammy. Tracks called ‘Far Away’
and ‘Truly Amazing’. Never released, produced around 1987.
I also recorded a track called ‘Roar Like A Lion’ for Unitone. Which was released on
10” US label called Unity [run by a guy based in New Jersey named Matt Owen]. Unity
later released another 10” called ‘Red Light’ with Dub Creator. The ‘Farover’ 12” with
Munky Lee from France received good play at sessions - a vocal on the Kunte Kinte
riddim.
There was also a track called ‘Highest Region’ with Jacob Nahty, originally voiced with
Reuben Addis at Unitone studio Bedford, which was later remixed and released on an
LP called “On High” by Dread and Fred at Ironworks studio on Jah Shaka label.
The Dub - If I have understood it right, you have your own studio (Ten Strings) but also
regularly work with others – who are some of the main people you record with?
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Idren Natural - Ten Strings over the years has produced many unfinished dubs. Most
projects are collaboration projects. Two have been released. ‘Utopia Dub’ on Hands
& Hearts label and ‘Ah We Rasta’ by Ras Coz Tafari on Rod & Staff label. Both are on
10” and the final mixes were done by Reuben Unitone. The most recent projects at
Ten Strings have been with Noel Zebulon, Ironworks Dread, Kai Dub and Ras Muffet.
As well as working with Reuben Unitone and Ironworks, I would also often work in
King Zion studio in Leeds with the Jah Movements crew from Chapeltown.
Other UK producers I have worked with include Jah Works UK, Roots Hitek, Lidj Inc.,
Dread Lion, I David and King Alpha. Over the years, I have also worked with overseas
producers like Higher Region, King Shiloh, Dub Creator, Forward Fever, Munky Lee
and Pressure High.
The Dub - You work as a guest mic man with a number of sound systems, can you tell
us something about some of them please?
Idren Natural - Yes, as a solo artist I also get invites to work with sounds in the UK and
Europe. When Roots music was in more demand than dub, I got the chance to work
with many sounds in Europe, including: Revelation Hifi, International Skankers, Coptic
Sound, Livication Corner, Lion Roots from France, Cultural Warriors from Switzerland,
Jah Roots Hifi, Lion Youth, OBF, Melchizedek Hi Powa, Justice River – Switzerland
Angel dub, Roots Reality, Thunder of Jah Army, Imperial Army, Mountain Top, King
David from Italy, Meditative and Jah Massive from Sweden, Selah, King Shiloh, District
Shanty Town from Holland, Soul Remedy, Forward Fever, Ion Youth and Jah
Ambassador from Belgium.
I also work with these UK Sounds: Tafari Warriyah, Hytal Rockaz, Roots Injection and
Negus Dub Warrior. There are many others and also some producers that have no
sound sometimes ask for an MC for PA sets.
The Dub - You have recorded a brand new album with long time dubplate producer
Ras Muffet. Is it songs that have been collected over time or is it all new productions?
Where next for Idren Natural?
Idren Natural - Two of the tracks were voiced in mid 2017 and all the others were
voiced in May and June 2018.
Where next? Keep recording and producing. Activate the record label, and also try to
introduce more artists to the world that I have grown and raised with but don’t get an
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opportunity. There are a lot of skillfull and talented people that I highly respect and
they make me who I am too. So I can’t forget these people who strengthen me along
the way.
Keep flying the flag. And being a voice for the poor and have nots. Bring more
upliftment for all musically. Go to new places to deliver the goodness, and break
barriers, everybody have to know. JAH live.
Dan-I

The new album by Idren Natural & Ras Muffet – “Everyone” is available on CD from
Rod & Staff Records.

Ticket link for ordering via The Dub:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/one-love-festival-2018-tickets38041351707?aff=dubmag
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THE RETURN OF THE CULINARY DUB
Recipes from the ital. kitchen
Seasoned Callaloo
You will need:
1 tin of callaloo, rinsed and drained
1 tin of ackee, rinsed and drained
1 large onion, finely chopped
½ tin chopped tomatoes
2 sprigs of thyme
1 scotch bonnet pepper, deseeded and finely chopped (optional)
Method:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Gently fry the onions and pepper until onion is golden brown.
Add the tomatoes and thyme.
Fold in the callaloo and leave to simmer for 10 minutes on a low heat.
Remove from the heat and gently fold in the ackee.
Serve with warmed pitta bread pockets or wraps.
Hempress
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AKASHIC RECORDS
Akashic Records is a roots reggae & dub record label based in Atlanta, Georgia. The
label began in 2014 with the mission of spreading Rastafari teachings & vibrations to
the world through reggae music. Mike B, who has been a reggae collector, selector &
activist for over 25 years, runs the label.
Mike B has been a publisher & distributor of Rastafari literature since 1994. He is
actively involved in social and educational programs like Wisemind Publications & the
Word Sound Power Collective to promote Rastafari culture and well-being. His work
promoting reggae music & events has naturally evolved into Akashic Records.

Akashic cover heartworks by Ras Amlak
The Dub - What drew you into reggae in the first place?
Akashic - I was in high school and I heard Bob Marley’s music around 1993. Soon
after, I heard Peter Tosh, Bunny Wailer, Burning Spear, Culture, Israel Vibration and
others. I loved all of them. Bob’s music spoke to me deeply - I could identify with the
vibrations, the message of social justice, and the feeling of spiritual longing and
fulfillment. I could feel divinity in the music. I loved the idea that herb was allowed
and encouraged for spiritual purposes. I began to learn more about Rastafari, and as I
explored the music and literature, I heard the message that Haile Selassie is divine.
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This puzzled me, and I undertook a deep study of his life and mysticism in general - I
read voraciously. I had a small group of friends who were also ‘checking’ for
Rastafari. We were living in Tampa, Florida and we met some of the older Rastafari
brethren in the community. We would visit them and soak in the vibes, the ital food
and the reasoning. They taught us about Rastafari livity and culture and exposed us
to new ideas, books and music. It was mind blowing - a major opening of doors.
From a young age, I suspected that all fields of study were related and that there was
a master key. As I explored Rastafari mysticism, the answer became clearer.

The Dub – And your broader involvement in Rastafari?
Akashic - After moving to Atlanta in 1994, I began attending dances at the Culture
Center, which was a Rastafari community centre. There were dances on the weekend
and community programs during the week. A large community of people would pass
through the centre. I met another Rastafari teacher who is now one of my elders. I
was one of the only white people visiting the Culture Center, and from time to time I
would be tested: ‘Why are you here? What is your purpose?’ I would answer
honestly. Eventually I came in contact with the Nyahbinghi order and was captivated.
I attended some Binghi gatherings which were a more intense Rastafari experience - I
had found a spiritual home. I learned more about world history and racial inequality
and began to understand the political goals of Rastafari. In the community I grew up
in, you could not just claim Rastafari and be accepted - you would be tested and you
had to pass through fire. I feel that this discipline is lacking today. I wish there were
more elders around the world to help the youths coming up. I see Rastafari as a trod
of both love & fire – too much of either one is unbalanced. Right now, I see the
reggae & sound system world as unbalanced and hope to contribute to the balance.
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The Dub - When did you first start to approach producers to record releases and dub
plates?
Akashic - I formed a friendship with Kris Naphtali around 2007. He opened the door
to UK Roots and Dub for me. He was doing a radio show in those days focused on the
history of UK sound system and I learned a lot from him. He was also building dubs
and sharing them with me. I used Kris’s rhythms when I started to voice artists.
Before I started Akashic Records, I worked on a series of releases with Kris. Four of
these projects are available on 7”. They include collaborations with Bongo Isaac,
Alpha & Omega / Nishka, Tenastelin, and Bongo Time. Eventually I started voicing
more artists and working with more producers.
The Dub - Can you tell us about the producers you work with?
Akashic - After Kris, the next producer I worked with was Reuben Addis. We put out
‘Roots Music’ on 7” with Zebby Blax and have unreleased projects with Fred Locks,
Idren Natural and Lucky Melody. I have teamed up with Brizion on the ‘Roll Call’ and
‘Eastern Star’ releases. There are a few unreleased projects with Brizion, including
work with Idren Natural and Fikir Amlak.

I have a large body of work with King Alpha, including projects with just about every
vocalist I work with. From the King Alpha work, I’ve released two 12” projects with
Tenastelin, four Fikir Amlak albums and two 12”s, an Oku Onuora 7” and a Fred Locks
7”. There is a lot of unreleased King Alpha material, which is popular as dub plates. I
have also done a good amount of work with Ras Muffet, including some work with
two classic Noel Zebulon rhythms. I have some work with Russ D as well, of which we
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have released Fikir Amlak’s ‘I Am That I Am’. I work with a few other producers and
am generally open to working with people if the vibes are right.
The Dub – Can you tell me about your work with Ras Amlak?
Sure, I know Ras Amlak from the US community as we have moved in the same
musical circles for years. I first knew him as a master artist & painter, and later
learned of his chanting work. When I started the label, I went to him about a series of
vinyl releases that I was seeking original artwork for. The resulting works are Yoga /
Lion Symbol / Rasta Mission / and Animal Rights. He has also helped me with some
really nice artwork for digital releases, and we have more visual works in
development. From a musical perspective, we have one single released, ‘Everyday’,
and we are working on more projects right now. Ras Amlak is a deep soul and I
expect the world will see more of his insights in the coming years.

The Dub - You have linked up with some serious Rasta singers and chanters - that must
have taken some time to build up?
Akashic - It has been a natural step to link with vocalists. I generally work with artists
that I am a fan of. Since I already apprecilove the work, it is a natural progression to
segue into discussions about future creative work. It has been like a dream fulfilled to
work with and reason with some of the artists that I listened to coming up. I have
also heard some amazing stories and reasonings and made life-long friends in the
business.
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The Dub - Fikir Amlak and King Alpha are hot property at the moment – original styles
in reggae are rare, you must be pleased with the attention that Fikir Amlak is getting
at the moment?
Akashic - Yes I am pleased. When I met Fikir, I had a spiritual remembrance / vision of
the future – I knew we had work to do. I could see where we are now and have
gotten glimpses of where it is going. I was a fan of King Alpha and I started getting
rhythms from him to voice and bringing him vocals to remix. I am very happy with the
work Alpha and I have done – a good portion of it is still in the vaults. Both of these
bredrin are professionals with vision. The 3 way partnership we have formed is
powerful because we each bring our own strengths and are stronger together than
individually. They recently completed their second tour of Europe, and are gearing up
for more work. The future looks bright.
The Dub - Are you also involved with other US reggae and dub labels? There seems to
be some deep levels of cooperation in what is still a pretty small, but growing scene.
Akashic - Yes, the cooperation you sense is real. In the USA, there is a group of dub
activists who are a generation older than me including Ras Kush, Ceska Fasimbas, and
Humble Wildfyah. They are the elders to my generation and they have provided a
musical and cultural education to Ini. In my generation, Blackheart Warriors Sound
System has been important as they play regularly and promoted UK style roots & dub.
They now have a label and are our main partners in I-Roots Reggae distribution, an
online shop and an international wholesale distribution company. We distribute for
Ras Kush, Peter Lionheart, Kris Naphtali, and others. We are all bredrin and we share
spirituality, mission and purpose. As such, it is natural for Ini to help one another. To
me, it’s a meditation on His Majesty’s instructions to ‘organize and centralize’. The
producers and chanters are also part of the collective - so Brizion, Ras Amlak, Fikir
Amlak, Ras Teo and many others are contributors too. There are many supporters in
the USA not mentioned and they know who they are.
Dan-I
Email: akashicrecordsreggae@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/akashicrecordsreggae
Videos & music on youtube: https://www.youtube.com/c/AkashicRecordsReggae
Release and dub plate samples on soundcloud:
https://soundcloud.com/akashic_records_reggae
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK
www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com
Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows
Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival
Radio / Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays The
Cornerstonemusik Session on First FM / First 105.1
Every show offers support and airtime to breakthrough artists / groups' from UK,
Jamaica, USA, Africa and more along with wicked classics and rarities from the
Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults. This month bringing you FOUNDATION MUSIC’s TOP
NEW RELEASES
BLACK ROOTS – Take It
Format: Single
Taken from Album: Take It
Label: Nubian Records / Khanti Records
‘Sums up the world's concept, putting money
before life, not of Jah Jah, the almighty God,
Rastafari,’ says the band about this song. ‘Take It’
reprimands those who prey on the weak selling
drugs on street corners, likening them to
stockbrokers gambling with their lives for money ‘destroying and polluting the weak’.
It accuses the rich of putting the poor in chains playing games with their lives,
influencing and inveigling them into ways that bind them into poverty. Often, they
end up homeless with no roof over their heads struggling to make ends meet or using
drugs to forget the poverty that they find themselves in. With this new song ’Take It’,
Black Roots signals the start of a journey that will culminate with the release of a new
album on 2nd November 2018 called ‘Take It’. It is the first of 3 digital only single
releases that will showcase the album before it comes out this autumn on Vinyl, CD
and Digital Download.
MANWEL T – Ascension
Format 12”
Label Emperorfari Records
Heavyweight classic Foundation Roots Instrumental and Dubs
from long time Maltese dub activist Manwel Tabone.
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PAD ANTHONY / CHESHIRE CAT – Lead The Way /
Heart and Soul
FORMAT Limited Edition 7” Vinyl
LABEL

Ram Goat Records

Don't miss out on this A side and B side 7inch vinyl
Ram Goat Records second release. Great
production from Dubmatix on the Rub-A-Dub riddim.

JENNIFER BARRETT – Jah Soldier
Format Digi EP
Label Earthikal Towa
Heavyweight Foundation Roots and Dub.

JAH B – Muzikal Warriahz Session One
FORMAT CD – DR
LABEL Dub Me Records (Vinyl shortly on Roots
Cooperation Records)
A wicked set of crucial cuts from the very talented Jah
B featuring Shinehead, Historyman, Ras Ijah, Rob
Symeon, General Smiley, Macka B, Ken Serious and
Ranking Joe with some excellent dub cuts from Jah B.
PRINCE ALLA – Feel So Fine / Feel So Dub
FORMAT Digital Single
LABEL 117 Records
Another ‘jazzy Nyahbingi roots tune in universally spiritual Inity‘ featuring the M7 Allstars with 'heartful words of wisdom
by the one n only Prince Alla.
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CAPITAL LETTERS – Judgement Days
FORMAT Vinyl LP
LABEL Sugar Shack Records
Very good roots album from Capital Letters and
it’s great to see they’re still one of UK’s most
versatile outfits. Vintage Capital Letters and
featuring Harrington Bembridge on drums
(Selecter, The Specials) and new bass player the
Birmingham legend Myki Tuff.
MASON DI EMPEROR – Freedom
FORMAT Mini EP
LABEL Rebel Soulz / VPAL Music
Really like this from Jamaican Mason (Di Emperor) now
based in Japan. Very different from his previous LP
‘Lovers Rock’ these are ‘Freedom’ an anthem type roots
cry out, coupled with One More Gone’ a reflection on life
being taken too soon.

YOU CAN CATCH CORNERSTONEMUSIK AT WITNEY MUSIC FESTIVAL
SATURDAY 18th AUGUST
(3.00pm)

FIELD MANEUVERS
SATURDAY 1st SEPTEMBER

ARTISTS, PRODUCERS and AGENTS – a big thanks and respect to all the artists, producers and
agents that provide us with brand new and back catalogue music / jingles and drops for our radio
playlists. If you have music you want to be considered for our shows please forward in MP3 or send
Download Access to cornerstonemusik@aol.com

‘Foundation Music’ – Green Futures Festival Radio on ‘TUNE IN’ or go to
www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk / www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
text to
+44 (0)7813355448
DJ Baps – Cornerstonemusik
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AL CAMPBELL
Dancehall Business (with Horace Andy)
Praise H.I.M.
Can’t Fool The Youth
Know Your Culture
This Is A True True Love
Hard Times
I Can’t Hide
Soul Sister
Wise Words
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Field Frequency Sound System & Natty HiFi family at
The Swan Dub, Eynsham Carnival, 8th July 2018
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dUB DIARY
Reggae On Tap: Nico D, Garvin Dan & Hugo Makepeace – Tap Social Movement, North
Hinksey Lane, OX2 0LX – Sun. 5th Aug., 3-10pm, free—also on Bank Holiday Sun. 26th Aug.
Swindon Dub Club with Asher Messenjah – Afro Caribbean Centre, 39 Faringdon Road,
Swindon SN1 5AR - Fri. 17th Aug., free by invitation or flyer—also on Sat. 8th Sept.
Cornerstonemusik—Witney Music Festival, Oxfordshire—18th Aug.
Natty HiFi at Elder Stubbs Festival – Florence Park Allotments, Rymers Lane, Oxford – Sat
18th Aug, 12-6pm—in support of mental health charity Restore.
Gaia Sound System & Toka—Donnington Community Centre, Oxford—Sat. 18th Aug.
Birmingham Dub Club: Ballistic Rootikal, Sir Fly & One Nation (all on their own systems) New Quantum Exhibition Centre, 77 Upper Trinity St., Birmingham B9 4EG—Sat. 18th Aug.
10pm-4am
High Grade - downstairs at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Fri. 24th
Aug., 9pm-1am – 4th Friday every month
Sobell Skank with Natty HiFi family—Sorrel Allotments, Blackbird Leys—Sun 26th Aug., 128pm, free
Bunkfest with Garvin Dan – The Keep, Wallingford – Sat. 1st Sept., 6-8pm
Cornerstonemuzik (DJ Baps & Nico D) at Field Maneuvers near Oxford – 1st Sept.
Oxford Canal Festival with Dan-I & live bands – Aristotle Lane – Sat. 8th Sept., free
Reading Dub Club: Jah Lion Movement & Bumpkin Sound (on their own systems) - upstairs
at R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS – Sat. 8th Sept.
Hollie Cook—O2 Oxford—Fri. 12th Oct.
Wayne Wonder—O2 Oxford—Fri. 2nd Nov.
Dreadzone—O2 Oxford—21st Dec.
Field Frequency Sound System & Jah Lion Movement – The Bullingdon, 162 Cowley Road,
Oxford OX4 1UE – 28th Dec., 9pm-4am
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Past Desta*Nation shows can be found online at Mixcloud –
Search under DESTA*NATION or danidubdub (for more recent shows).

IZIBONGO magazine, like The Dub, is available to download for free online at
rastaites.com and reggaediscography.blogspot.co.uk
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